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“A good man is hard to find” - said Mae West
- almost!
But we already have two good men.
Fortunately our club had in its ranks two
suitable and enthusiastic instructors ready to
share the burden.
Steve Eyles and Jake Brattle are appointed to
the duties of weekday staff instructor for the
2016 season. This Box and Cox arrangement
should enable them to avoid experiencing
painful symptoms of withdrawal from their
extensive cross-country competition flying.

Nympsfield’s 2016 Season
Staff Instructors
Polish your flying this year!
These gentlemen are experienced, sensitive and
great fun to fly with. Be sure to use them to the
full.
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His results and recommendations were comprehensive
and were circulated at the
end of January. They included reporting a widespread and unsurprising
view that we need a good
quality clubroom to meet,
chat and eat. The current
area needs improvement and
impacts poorly on new
members and trial lessons.
We have necessarily devoted much time and money to our flying
operation. The need for a clubhouse plan is real. It is essential for
our future that pilots and those accompanying them enjoy a degree of civilised comfort at our site.
____________________________________________________
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the glider is not balanced do not continue the
launch. Let the pilot know.

The CFI writes…

Hold the wing by the trailing edge.
Note the wind. If significant crosswind, always
run with the downwind wing. A cross wind
risks the glider weathercocking into wind.
Assuming everything is OK, have a good look
round. Ideally, you will already have been doing this during the previous preparation. Look
all around for traffic, not just on the preferred
side for the downwind leg. Some pilots have
been known to fly circuits on the ‘wrong’ side.
Look ahead of your glider and especially carefully behind, on the approach. If you see an
aircraft in the circuit consider how long it will
take to complete the circuit. Is it low? Might it
turn in early? If you are unsure, do not launch.

There’s more to running the wing
than you might think ...
Hook it on, pick it up, a quick look round, a
wave of the arm and they’re off. Nothing to it
really? Think again – please!

If it’s clear, start the launch with the call
‘CLEAR IN FRONT, ABOVE AND BEHIND, TAKE UP SLACK’. Signal clearly
For a start, don’t rush the pilot. It might be a
with your free hand. Keep looking all around,
booming day; there might be a queue; unfortu- especially behind.
nately, neither are excuses for rushing the pi- As the cable becomes tight confirm it remains
lot.
clear and call ‘ALL OUT’. Continue to support the wing as the glider accelerates, don’t
One of the biggest risks associated with the
just let go. Whilst you would often get away
winch launch, and to a lesser extent the aerowith that, the acceleration might be delayed.
tow, is of the wing dropping. You can do
much to reduce that risk.
The Aerotow is little different. with the following obvious differences:
First, the parachute; -move it in front of the
- check the state of the weak links and
glider.
show them to the pilot.
- you will likely be using a different
Next, check that the glider is correctly lined
hook.
up, pointing at the winch or slightly towards
- you will definitely have to run until the
the track.
pilot has aileron authority.
Only connect the cable when asked to do so.
Make sure it is the correct hook and weak link.
Remember once connected, you are in charge.
Check with the pilot that his airbrakes are
locked.

In both types of launch, remember you can
stop the launch at any time. Simply raise your
arm and call loudly ‘STOP, STOP, STOP’. Do
not put the wing down until you can see that
the pilot has released.

Pick up the wing and check that the glider is
balanced on the main wheel. If the glider is
carrying water, especially if only partially
filled, wait for it to stop sloshing around. If

Greg O’Hagan
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The Nympsfield Trophies for 2015
How They Came About and Who Won Them This Time
On March 5th some special achievements were recognised in the club’s annual awards ceremony.
While Ken Brown’s explained the history of the
awards. His talk gave testimony to his prestigious
memory as well as to the generosity of the donors.
Following the ceremony the victors and losers
moved downstairs a splendid buffet dinner laid on
by Gill Starling and friends.
The Cyril Uwins Cup donated in 1950 by Cyril
Uwins
To be awarded for the best cross country, based
on distance.
Awarded to Steve Eyles for his flight in his LS4;
Nympsfield-Abergavenny-Sheffield-CambridgeNympsfield: 7th June 2015, 592.6 kilometres at 67
kph.
In 1950 the best glider was the Olympia,
with best L/D 1 in 26. There were few cross countries, all down-wind dashes. It is left open whether
the distance should be handicapped, though in the
past it has not been.
Cyril Uwins had been the chief test pilot of
the Bristol Aeroplane Company during the war and
was Managing Director in 1950. When the club
reformed after the war it was considered that influential patrons were a good idea, and elected Uwins
as a vice president. He did much to ensure the success of the club by instituting the BAC Flying Club
which subsidised about 40 members of the company's staff to join and fly with our club, so providing a nucleus of members with an aeronautical
background. He also authorised a company owned
freighter to transport two gliders, bought from Martin Hearn in Hooton Park, to our site at Lulsgate.
The Rex Young Trophy donated in 1954 for the
best progress by a beginner1954
Awarded to Dougie Vance for gaining his IGC
bronze with cross-country endorsement and renovating the K8 trailer.

ATC. He also had considerable business experience, having been a trader in the Ivory Coast in the
1930s and currently a director of a biscuit manufacturing company. So, not only did he set up a training system, but also ensured that the Club was stable financially.
The Evening World Trophy donated in 1954 by
the Bristol Evening World newspaper for the best
gain of height.
Awarded to Alison Mulder; 12,408 feet on July 8th
2015
The Evening World had been a long time
supporter of gliding. Back in 1930, it had donated a
Scud glider to our predecessor club, which a pilot
they invited to demonstrate it for them broke! It ran
regular articles on happenings at the club and at one
time had one of their reporters learn to fly with the
club and write articles about the experience.
The Evening World was taken over by the
Bristol Evening Post in the late 1950s.
The Guinness Trophy was donated in 1962 for the
most meritorious cross-country in a Club glider.
Awarded jointly to Dave Ascroft and Andy
Davis: DG505; Nympsfield-Cerne AbbasWinchcombe-Gillingham-Nympsfield; 414.3 km at
86.8 kph
In the early 1960s, the Club and its members were
enthusiastic supporters of a local brewery which
was owned by the Guinness company. To encourage Club members to keep up the good work, Guinness consulted the Club to see what it could do to
support them, and this was what was decided. Initially, there was cash grant towards the cost of the
retrieve but this only lasted a couple of years.

Shaun De Salis Trophy 1964 for the best closed
circuit flight
Awarded to Andy Davis: Nympsfield-LashamShaftsbury-Basingstoke-Nympsfield: 367.1 Km at
Rex Young was the first chairman of the
121.1 kph.
post war reformed club. He was considerably older
Shaun was a popular member. He also flew
than most of the members, and unlike them actually an ultralight Turbulent aircraft and belonged to a
had some flying experience. He had a pre-war PPL Turbulent club which put on flying displays. While
and during the war had been an instructor for the
taking part in a flypast at the end of one of these the
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pilot of a sight-seeing aeroplane hit Shaun's aircraft from behind, and Shaun was killed. The
members made a collection for a wreath, so oversubscribed that it was decided to use the surplus to
set up this trophy in his memory. The better performance of the new generation of sailplanes
meant that closed circuit tasks were becoming
more possible, hence the choice for the trophy.
Nowadays almost all successful cross-countries
are closed circuits so there is little difference between this award and the older Cyril Uwins cup.

rigged some of them for some reason. Roger Barnett was the second, and it was he who donated the
actual trophy (Won by his father in a rifle shooting
competition). The third was Ron Sandford who
was later CFI and was Standard Class Champion
in 1975.
Don Tapp Plaque 1973 for best speed round a
100 km triangle.
This trophy has been lost and has not been
awarded for many years.

Club Open Ladder Trophy (1965)
Awarded to Trevor Stuart 20,595 points.
(second Tim MacFadyen, third Steve Eyles)

Don was a retired Indian army officer. It
had been observed in the army that when officers
retired at 50, they tended not to live much longer.
In 1973, the Cambridge club ran a club lad- Don thought that this was to do with not having
der, and in the following year, three Nympsfield
anything to do. So he took up fly-fishing, learned
pilots set about organising one for this club. The to play the violin and joined an orchestra. He was
three were Colin Pennicuick, who was a biologist allowed, so he said, to play in their concerts prowho specialised in bird flight, and who had meas- viding he did not allow his bow to touch the
ured the polar curves of pigeons by getting them to strings. He also learned to glide and was a memfly in a tilting wind tunnel, and measured their
ber of the Gloucestershire Gliding Club which
power requirements by fitting them with masks
folded shortly before we moved to Nympsfield.
and measuring their CO2 output. He also deHe was also a member of Dunstable and flew there
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just often enough, he said, to avoid requiring a
check flight. He joined Nympsfield when we
moved there and brought a Kite 2 with him. The
tail parts of this glider are now mounted on the
wall of Roger Targett's workshop. Don was a
Steward at the Western Regionals for several years
and died in his late 70s.

doing well", "Sparrows - I'm scratching",
"Spyglass - I'm lost" and "Long Spyglass - I'm
very lost". He was a keen instructor.
John Parry-Jones Cup for services to Club.
This cup is a substitute for the original, more worthy one, which has been lost.
Awarded to Chris Edwards for his extensive
contribution to our cadet scheme.

Jim Webster Plate Donated by his widow Barbara in 1983 for most deserving contribution by an
instructor.
John was a big, fun loving man who enjoyed life.
He would attend parties with a keg of strong cider
Awarded jointly to Graham Morris and Sid
Smith for stepping into the breach and ensuring
which he called Jungle-Juice, just to get things gocontinuation of mid-week flying.
ing. He was no respecter of petty restrictions
which might get in the way of anything important.
Jim was an educationalist specialising in reading, Once when chairing a committee meeting to elect
and wrote many teaching books for children. The the CFI, the vote was equally divided between
stories all had a twist in the tail to keep the parents himself and another instructor, so he used his castinterested. He had been a RAF navigator, but had ing vote to elect himself. He was an optimist. On
a habit of getting lost on cross countries. While
one occasion he hitch-hiked from the club at
other competitors had codes to tell their crew how Lulsgate (now Bristol International) to Sutton
far they were round the task, Jim had "Eagles - I'm bank, then Derby and Lancs for a couple of flights,
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and then the Mynd. Having starting out at midnight on a Friday he was home in time for work
on Monday. It was rumoured that he had persuaded one driver to go thirty miles out of his
way. His persuasive powers were deployed to
great effect when the Club had to find a new
home. He organised expeditions to the Cotswolds and persuaded farmers to let the Club fly
from their fields. When 30 acres of land were
put on the market, John repeatedly visited the
farmer, and bit by bit persuaded him to increase
the amount on offer to the 80 acres forming the
bulk of our present field. At that time the only
source of finance was the Kemsley Flying Trust,
whose constitution limited loans to any one club
to £5000. The club already had a debt of about
£1000 outstanding from purchasing its fleet, and
with the cost of the land at £3250, there would
be little over to develop the site with a hangar
and facilities. John was able to convince the
Trust's secretary that the club would fail with
just a £5000 loan, and more was needed. As a
result, in addition to that loan, the Trust granted
the club a mortgage to cover the cost of the field.
So it is fair to say that without John, the club
would not be at Nympsfield today.
John had great plans for the club, but
sadly he was killed in September 1957 while on
a Britannia airliner which crashed on a test
flight.

Malcolm was a long-standing member who
was a tug pilot and tug master for a while. He
was a BGA inspector. He was part of the team
which rebuilt an Olympia which a previous
owner had partly modified as an ornithopter.
He was killed in a mid-air collision on approach
while helping at another club. This trophy is
awarded in his memory and the junior ladder
thought a suitable subject.
St Catherines Point Trophy for the last rounding of St Catharine’s Point lighthouse in the
year. Donated by Trevor Stuart in 2012.
Not awarded this year.
Trevor is a current member, cross-country pundit
and generous teacher.
Meyer Tankard for the most memorable retrieve. Donated by Bill Meyer in 2007
Awarded to Barry Walker, Arcus, Cranfield
(written up in Sailplane and Gliding by Justin
Wills)
Bill was a member in the 1970's before his career took him overseas. After returning to the
UK he continued flying at Ntmpsfield in the late
90s. His son Jonathan began competition flying
and Bill and his wife Christine crewedfor him.
This experience was the inspiration for the trophy.
The Wooden Challenge. It currently resides at
Lasham. This trophy has to be collected from
Lasham by flying there in a wooden glider, or
taken back to Lasham by one of their wooden
gliders. We do not have too many wooden gliders left, but perhaps our cadets could fetch it
when their Ka6 is flying again.

The MacFadyen Trophy for the winner of the
weekend ladder
Awarded to Trevor Stuart: 17,578 points.
(Second place Alison Mulder, third Tim
MacFadyen)
It was felt that members who could only fly at
weekends were at a disadvantage compared with
those who could fly on good days mid-week;
hence the weekend ladder.
As a current member, Tim needs no description from me, but over many years he has been
CFI and competition director.
Malcolm Gay Cup for the winner of the Junior ladder first awarded 2002
Awarded to Jake Brattle, 13,184 points.
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THE TERRA FIRMA SYNDICATE—EVERYONE'S A MEMBER!

A CHANGE OF SEASON FOR PILOTS AND WILDLIFE
Deer sightings on the field are not uncommon but usually it's our native roe deer we see.
Daphne's illustration at the top of this article is a Muntjac deer. You are more likely to hear
them barking down in Woodchester valley than see them but if you do spot one, it can be quite
a surprise as they are no bigger than a springer spaniel and if grazing, head down, bottom up,
"It's a deer" may not be your first thought. These deer are native to China and were first
brought to Woburn in Bedfordshire in the early 20th century. Along with several other deer
species, through escapes and deliberate releases, they are now quite common.
By the time this issue of Severn Skies appears
on the website it will be April and hopefully
there will be many signs of spring including
good soaring weather. There have been many
opinions on how our incredibly mild winter and
its wet and windy spells might impact on nature
but the increasing daylight hours seem to be
triggering all the usual changes. Many of our
resident birds, like blackbirds and dunnocks,
are starting to sing, especially on sunny mornings - and the robin, which has been singing all
winter, has changed his tune with the season.
Although as I write in the third week in March
there still seem to be plenty of winter migrants
like Redwing about, which are one of the northern European thrushes which migrate here in
winter, summer visitors, like chiffchaff, wheatear and sand martin, are arriving, albeit in
smallish numbers with the current high pressure
and its easterly winds blocking them.
Many members have enjoyed our annual TFS
summer walks around the field in past years
and I am hoping to persuade a knowledgeable
Picture: Daphne Malphiggiani
leader to do the honours again one Friday night
in June or July. For those who haven't ever
joined us, we start at the clubhouse at about
seven o'clock and walk all around the field. Inevitably we are sometimes hit by bad weather
which, even if it doesn't lead to a cancellation, can mean the wildlife keeps a low profile but all
the members who've joined the walks over the years seem to have enjoyed them. Even on
gloomy evenings with birds, butterflies and mammals keeping a low profile, there's a lot to see
- a wealth of flowers including bee and pyramidal orchids and on brighter walks, hares, roe
deer, a young badger and plenty of birds and insects have been spotted. There will be posters up
advertising the walk plus news in the weekly e-mail.
Enjoy our wonderful site, especially the margins we try to manage in a wildlife friendly way
with no mowing or dropping of any rubbish and remember to note your sightings on the
monthly observations clipboard attached to the TFS noticeboard.

Nancy Barrett
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Breaking News...

BBC presses
on with Last
of the Summer Wine Remake!
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Flying 476km in a Ka6CR – 07/06/2015
By Jake Brattle
The preparation for this flight started the previous day. After
successfully being convinced by Tim that the forecast for
Sunday was good enough for a K6 attempt at a 500km, I
made sure the glider was rigged, taped and put in the South
Hangar for the night. I’ve never been so prepared for a
flight!
Having struggled to get any decent sleep due to the anticipation of the challenge ahead of me, I woke up on Sunday
morning feeling surprisingly OK; I think it was the adrenaline kicking in!
After arriving at the airfield with Simon and Emily very
early, I encouraged both of them to get their names on the
list before going to get my glider out onto the grid. After a
rush to get the paper declaration completed and for Tim’s
seal of approval on my intended task, we then found out we
needed to change ends – a mad dash from the East end to
the West end, only interrupted by my car deciding to break
down in the middle of the airfield! In my 4 years of owning
my car, it has never broken down... why now!?
Finally after making it to the West end and planting the
glider in front of the large grid (thanks to Dave Jesty for
letting me jump in front of him – probably out of pity for
what I was about to attempt!), I got in and took an aerotow
at just before 10am. I came off the aerotow at 2000ft QFE at
cloudbase – in sink (my first mistake of the day). I made a
dash for the start line and then headed out on track. I struggled to connect with two weak, young cumulus clouds in a
row and was then too hasty in pushing on; already I was too
far from Nympsfield to make a safe return for a relight so
headed towards Aston Down hoping to connect to a climb
before I got there. Unfortunately this did not happen and
shortly after I found myself landing next to Aston Down’s
large grid!
Matt Page, a friend from University of West England GC
and the Juniors’ events came over to me looking confused.
After persuading some of AD’s kind members to let me
jump in front of them in the queue for a relight, I was on my
way up their winch to try again.
Heading back to Nympsfield, I finally connected to my first
climb of the day and got to cloudbase (2800ft above NYM).
I re-started at NYM at 10:51 and headed out on track realising the even bigger task I now had on my hands – to complete the 500k quickly (within 8hrs = 63kph – this is quite
quick in a K6CR on a day with any wind!). I enjoyed a couple of very good climbs along the face of the Cotswolds, one
of them was definitely a 10 knot climb but unfortunately I
had to orbit round the paragliders hogging the core! I finally
felt like I was getting a rhythm together and was running
reasonably well up to somewhere near Lower Clopton
where it went blue for about 30km. Fortunately I’d had a
recent flight in the blue and knowing how good the forecast
was for the entire country, I was convinced there had to be
blue thermals about, so I got high and pushed on. Just South
East of Stratford my suspicions were proven correct when I
got a decent climb up to 4600ft QNH with a little wispy
steamy cloud forming above me. Pushing on underneath the
Daventry CTA I had a very good run under the small wisps
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in the blue. Before long on the East side of Daventry, I was
under the best looking sky I had seen since last year; time to
get the speed on! Cruise speed went up to 57knots (MC =
3knots - in hindsight this was too slow). Approaching EYE,
I knew that to minimise time loss I should turn the up wind
turnpoint relatively low, this looked plausible as there were
good Cu over EYE. Immediately after hitting the quadrant, I
went into one of the best climbs of the day: 6.5knots on the
averager. However it started going blue on track again as I
approached Northampton heading south. Fortunately small,
reliable wisps kept me and my confidence up. Pushing south
further, I approached Silverstone to get my best view of it to
date from right over the top! This part of the country had
gliders everywhere, under nearly every Cu – some circling
in lift, some in sink.
The sky improved South of Bicester, where proper Cumulus
was forming at the top of decent and regular 5 knot climbs.
Approaching Newbury is where I could finally make the
most of some streeting, this helped me to achieve my next
objective of turning the downwind turnpoint (OVE) high
shortly followed by a climb to cloudbase from the best
climb of the day – 7knots average. This downwind leg was
slower than it should have been, so I arrived at OVE at
15:19 with 230km to run. I realised I needed to make sure
my into wind leg was good if I was to stand a chance at getting round, so I made the most of the now very decent
cloudbase (5500ft QNH) to achieve longer glides with the
intention of pushing on to the better climbs. A bit of clever
routing was required to ensure London’s TMA was avoided,
however this leg seemed to go relatively smoothly whilst
staying above 2750ft in order to not lose contact with the
Cumulus. After out climbing every glider I had shared a
thermal with all day, I was glad to get some proper competition in the form of another Ka6CR above Bicester in 5knots,
we were evenly matched! Pushing on further North, the sky
looked like it was starting to deteriorate a little as it approached 5pm. Pushing over an ATZ in the K6 is always
exciting, especially into wind, gliding over the top of Turweston, I had to accept 2knots to make sure I reached the
other side of the ATZ without penetrating it and potentially
invalidating my trace. I guess I could’ve spoken to them,
however without an R/T license, technically I shouldn’t.
Cloudbase by this time was about 6000ft above the ground
and so 3000ft was starting to feel low to contact Cumulus,
especially as all the Cu started to look a little tired. However
I was given hope when 5knot climbs were still throwing me
back up. I was hoping to turn the second into wind turnpoint
(RAR) relatively low, however the sky was really beginning
to look a bit sparse and the cumulus looked quite broken by
this point, so I was a little more cautious here, slowing my
cruise speed to 52knots to get round the turnpoint and back
to the only cumulus in range, just to the North West of
Northampton. I hadn’t seen another glider for a long time
now and so started to sense everyone sensible had made it
home by now, it was just the pundits and me left airborne.
An ASW28 from Lasham, which it turns out was on a
750km, helped me make the most of a decent climb from a

little too low after turning RAR. He then left the climb
heading roughly along my track just as it started to get
really good and I was still turning thinking ‘why has he
rejected this?’. After another couple of turns, it finally
clicked… The Daventry CTA was less than 5km ahead
of me and I was now at 5500ft QNH needing to get
down to 4500ft QNH, d’oh! Cruise speed set to VNE!
What a waste of time.
The gaps between Cumulus kept getting bigger on the
final leg, 20km glides started becoming mandatory. This
was a little difficult when restricted to 3800ft AGL and
with cloudbases of 5500ft AGL, the cumulus was becoming more and more difficult to connect with. Gliding
on track North of Banbury, I saw I was on glide for
Shenington so this was my backup plan if the two remaining Cumulus within about a 10km radius didn’t
work. Fortunately one worked well enough for me to
scrape back up to 4900ft QNH. Feeling good that I’d
survived my first scrape of the day without losing too
much time, I then realised that there was one Cumulus
on track and then blue. The time was 18:51 and I knew I
had to stay high now. Cruise speed set to 50knots. I had
two options as I saw it at the time, there was the final
decent looking Cumulus which must have been over
Chipping Norton way, a good 30degrees+ deviation and
downwind of track or some bits of steam bang on track
about the same distance. I chose the bits of steam, thinking if neither of them work, I could try a dive to the edge
of the Cotswolds near Broadway or I could dash downwind to this last decent cumulus near Chipping Norton.
Unfortunately neither of the two little bits of steam
worked, it’s clear to me now that they were dying thermals as opposed to the strong forming thermals I was
used to finding under steam earlier in the day. I then
looked upwind and realised there was no way I would
make it to the ridge in that wind, especially approaching

it from the lee. My second backup was now not only
downwind, but also would require back tracking, which
I didn’t like the idea of, especially as it now looked also
like it was dying. I looked for landout options and saw
Little Rissington was in range and thought I’d head
there as the last two times I’ve gotten low there, I’ve
somehow managed to scratch away. Unfortunately this
time it clearly wasn’t going to happen. Defeated at 400ft
above the airfield, I opened the brakes and landed on
their main runway, feeling surprisingly relieved as after
nearly 9hours of flying, I finally no longer had to worry
about staying airborne!
Thanks to my excellent crew: Colin Field, Emily Tillett
and Simon Cooksey who came to retrieve me at such a
late time on the Sunday evening; returning to NYM at
11pm.
In hindsight, I believe I should have either headed
straight to the ridge at Broadway or Lower Clopton after
my final climb near Shenington or I should have headed
straight to the last decent cumulus I spotted over near
Chipping Norton, topped up and probably pushed even
further to the South where there seemed to be small cumulus still around (see picture – although this may have
been in the Brize zone anyway), with the hope of staying high and final gliding into a field just over the
500km mark. Although the easiest solution would have
been to have been more cautious early on and gotten
away from NYM the first time!
Nonetheless, it was easily my best flight to date; the
furthest I’ve flown, the longest amount of time I’ve
flown for and it has convinced me that my glider really
is capable of big distances as long as I fly it well and
make no major mistakes.
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The Nympsfield Glider Pilot Cadets - 2016
7 cadets have enrolled for the 2016 season, 4 are
sponsored, two have joined as a result of the selection process and one has joined because of an enthusiastic friend. All interest in the scheme has
been generated via the Scouting movement or word
of mouth; none from the ATC, none from local
schools.

§

§

§

They have all received a club induction, safety
briefing and first flights - around 40 minutes each
thanks to a very obliging northerly in early March.
Most of them should be way into double flight figures by the time this article is published.

Those of you who have met happy and helofulWilliam Cooper, who joined the cadet scheme last autumn, will be pleased to know that he has received
Morgan Boyd (Chalford) - Morgan (16) is sponsorship from the Caroline Trust which should
a member of the ATC and a friend of
see him through to solo this year.
Dougie Vance. Has some SLMG flying
experience.
Another cadet related joiner is Declan HarveyKelly’s dad, who has joined as a full member. PerDaniel Summerell (Bristol) - Daniel (15) haps he has tired of listening to son Declan’s tales
comes from a gliding background. His par- of daring-do and hopes to show Declan how it
ents are instructors at the soon to be closed should be done. Harvey-Kelly Junior recently had a
ATC Hullavington.
very long educational flight with Andy Davis. The
2016 season could be interesting…
Daniel Simmons (Clutton) - Daniel (15)
has paragliding experience (father is paraglider pilot) and he also sails dinghies.

§

§

The sponsored cadets have to attend at least one
Justin Wills (Glos) - Justin (14) is the tall- day per week and help with operations. They exest and the youngest. Has no flying experi- pect to be given responsibilities as well as supervience, but he also sails dinghies.
sion; including log keeping, launching, retrieving
and anything else that needs to be done (e.g. bus
Oliver Sullivan (Cheltenham) - Oliver
cleaning). They can only drive the buggies and
(15) has joined as a regular cadet. He had other vehicles under supervision until they have
no previous flying experience, but seems to been cleared for ‘solo’ driving by an instructor.
be getting the hang of it pretty quickly.

§

Francis Yalung (Bristol) - Francis (16)
has joined as a temporary cadet. He is a
friend of Owen Price-Lewis and attends
the same school (St. Bedes).

Worthy of note are some computer generated weekend training figures from March 2015 to April 2016.
They exclude trial lessons, renewals, coaching weeks
and visitors.

§

Alexander Myagkov (Churchdown) Alex (16) has joined as a regular cadet after being inspired by his friend Xander
McInnes




Cadets - 514 launches
Students - 211 launches

Other P2s - 103 launches (adult members with a flying
account: George Jones, Lucian Iorga, Leo Tang (ex student), Nigel Westlake and Nick Baldock). All are now
solo apart from Nick Baldock who will be as soon as the
weather permits
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Nym News: What’s Been Happening?
Our venerable Supacat Winch, our ‘own’, is still enjoying a well-earned holiday at Alan
Smith’s engineering works, shown here in a state of undress.
When he returns, he will
have new paint and all his
intimate parts will have
been ‘seen to’. He will undoubtedly find his newly
built accommodation most
comfortable.

Your scribe observed its
construction and is impressed with its size and
quality.

It’s a substantial building and represents a
considerable investment.
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The interior is presently uncluttered. The junk fairy will no doubt
be making her deliveries shortly!
The building’s only occupant at the moment is our new winch
cable tow-out vehicle. After decades of making do with MOT
failures that won’t start and have a pile-inducing level of ride
comfort, we have this handsome vehicle. This is another much
needed investment, both in money and in the skill and labour of
Steve Parker and Richard Starling who converted it.
We can now look forward to a few years of launching with sound
equipment that starts and no longer provoke sighs and shrugs.

Some might say our
fleet is getting a little long in the tooth!
It requires a lot of
upkeep.
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Especially by those that keep
them flying by freely giving
many hours of their time and
expertise.

Something more modern is
being acquired.
Everything on these pages is
quite expensive. You and your
club need to do a lot of flying to
justify and pay for these splendid assets.

The Wednesday evening party
needs a new leader.
Dave Ascroft has been making it
happen for many years, come
rain or shine, and feels the time
has come to hand over this responsibility.
Evening parties are a good opportunity for unhurried instruction and practice.
Please volunteer to continue this
valuable work.
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